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Abstract: Traditional wastewater treatment methods, such as reverse osmosis, adsorption, desalina-
tion, and others, are outweighed by the photocatalytic degradation of organic pollutants. Ferrites
are prominent photocatalysts due to their tunable band gaps, surface areas, and magnetic properties,
which render photodegradation economical. Ferrites and their nanocomposites have been reported as
promising visible light active photocatalysts. The photocatalytic system is heavily reliant on a number
of factors that influence the photodegradation of organic effluents. This review demonstrates various
parameters such as substrate concentration, pH of solution, photocatalyst quantity, photocatalyst sur-
face area, metal and non-metal ion doping, light intensity, irradiation time, quenchers, etc. affecting
the photocatalytic degradation of organic effluents by ferrite nanoparticles and their nanocomposites
in detail. The photodegradation efficiency of the ferrite nanoparticles alters with the change in the
value of pH of the solution, which further depends upon the nature of the pollutant used. A dose
of the substrate and the photocatalyst must be optimized so as to attain better photodegradation
efficiency. Photocatalysts with different surface areas change the amount of active sites, which in turn
affects the degradation of pollutant and render it a crucial factor. In addition, the mechanism of the
action of photocatalysis is elaborated in this review. Future research perspectives for the advancement
of ferrites and their nanocomposites are deliberated in order to improve their use as photocatalysts.

Keywords: ferrites; nanocomposites; parameters; photodegradation; photocatalyst; mechanism

1. Introduction

Organic pollutants in water sources have increased across the world due to the contin-
uous growth of global industry and population. Nearby ecosystems are being poisoned
by the toxic and carcinogenic effluents from the pharmaceutical, agricultural, and textile
industries, for example [1,2]. These effluents greatly affect groundwater quality, aquatic
life, the environment, and human health [3–7]. There are numerous techniques for water
treatment, including electrodialysis, electrochemical methods, adsorption, coagulation,
bioremediation, and ultrafiltration [8–17]. However, these methods have limitations to the
effective purification of wastewaters and investments [18,19].

Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) are quite effective for wastewater remediation.
Reducing the concentration of harmful compounds in wastewater is the primary goal of
AOPs before its discharge. To generate high-potential chemical oxidants on-site, ozone (O3),
UV/visible light, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and Fenton’s reagent (Fe(II)/H2O2) can be
used [20]. Photocatalysis is one of the renowned AOPs because photocatalysts can utilize
UV/visible or solar energy to degrade pollutants, making photocatalysis economically fea-
sible [21,22]. Photocatalysis is a process whereby a catalyst initiates or stimulates a chemical
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reaction using light. This mechanism is referred to as a “photocatalytic reaction” [23,24]. For
treating wastewater-containing organic pollutants and dyes, heterogeneous photocatalysis
using AOPs is an excellent option because it uses renewable solar energy. Therefore, it is
strongly recommended to eliminate organic pollutants and colours [25]. Various reactive
species, such as hydroxyl radicals (HO.), superoxide anion (O2

−), holes (h+), and singlet
oxygen (O2

1), degrade contaminants adsorbed on the surface of a photocatalyst [26]. Apart
from these oxidants, other solution parameters such as the pH of the solution [27], photo-
catalyst quantity [28], photocatalyst surface area [29], metal and non-metal ion doping [30],
light exposure, irradiation time [31], and quenchers [28] also influence the photodegrada-
tion of organic pollutants.

Ferrites and their composites—because of their effective adsorption efficiency, ex-
cellent visible light catalytic activity, and outstanding Fenton reaction potential—have
been regarded as promising materials for the removal of contaminants such as heavy
metal/metalloids and organics [32]. Due to the decrease in particle size due to nanoscale
confinement and surface effects, the magnetic properties of ferrite nanoparticles display
peculiar characteristics that differ from those of bulk equivalent materials [33]. The advan-
tages of magnetic ferrite nanoparticles include their affordability and excellent physical
and chemical stability [34]. The magnetic, electric, and optical properties of the matter are
affected by the behaviour of the ferrites in the nanoscale range, which is dominated by the
quantum effect [35].

As of April 2023, search results on the Science Direct database for the phrase “pho-
tocatalytic activity of ferrite” in the titles of publications, keywords, and abstracts of the
reviews are displayed in Figure 1. The publications on pure, doped, and composite (binary,
ternary, and quaternary) MFe2O4 are included in the search results. There was a sizable rise
in the number of publications between 2015 and 2023. Due to their magnetic properties,
simplicity in synthesis, availability of precursors, and biocompatibility, ferrites have re-
ceived extensive research interest in the field of the photocatalytic degradation of pollutants.
The impact of various parameters on the photodegradation of organic pollutants using
ferrite and their nanocomposites as photocatalysts, however, is not discussed in any of
the reviews. Focusing on these issues, this review provides a thorough discussion of each
parameter with regard to the photodegradation of the reported organic pollutants, a brief
overview of the synthesis of ferrites and their nanocomposites, and a discussion of the
photodegradation mechanism of organic pollutants. Finally, conclusions are drawn and the
future research areas that still require attention are listed.

Figure 1. Number of publications vs. year. Results obtained from Science Direct database (as of April
2023). Keywords: Photocatalytic activity of ferrite.
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2. Structure of Ferrites

Ferrites are considered prominent photocatalysts because of their tunable band gaps,
stability, distinctive magnetic properties, and low cost of production. In general, the
chemical formula of ferrites is AB2O4. The tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites are
occupied by metal cations, and the arrangement of the oxygen anions is cubic closed
packing, as shown in Figure 2. This structure can provide different combinations of metal
cations due to the balanced negative charges of oxygen anions. When all the A sites
are occupied by divalent metal cations and the B sites are occupied by iron (III) cations,
the structure that is obtained is called a normal spinel structure, having the formula
MeA[Fe2]BO4. Inverse spinel ferrites are structures in which an equal number of iron (III)
ions occupy both the sites and all the B sites are occupied by divalent metal ions and have
the formula FeA[MeFe]BO4. Some metal cations strongly prefer a particular site, such as Zn
for the A site.Thus, ZnFe2O4 is a normal spinel [36–38].

Figure 2. Structure of spinel ferrite showing tetrahedral (yellow), octahedral (blue) and oxygen (red)
arrangement. Adapted with permission [39]; copyright (2019), Elsevier.

The perfect structure of the mixed ferrite crystals mentioned above, however, are
affected by variations in the synthesis conditions, and instead have an empirical formula
of [M1−xFex]A[MxFe2−x]BO4 (0≤ x≤ 1). The addition of a third metal creates ternary [38],
with complexity in the arrangement of the metal ions. Ferrites are found to have different
electrical, optical, and magnetic properties, as well as different activities in some catalytic
reactions, depending on the composition and arrangement of the metal ions [36].

3. Methods of Synthesis of Ferrites and Their Nanocomposites

There are many different chemical and physical processes used for the synthesis of fer-
rite nanoparticles. Chemical-based techniques have been used to synthesise Fe2O3 nanopar-
ticles, including reverse micelles [40], co-precipitation [41], sonochemical reactions [42],
thermal decomposition [43], sol-gel synthesis [44], hydrothermal [45], and micro-emulsion
technology [46].

Ball milling is a mechanical method for solid-state synthesis and is frequently used
to grind powders into extremely tiny particles. Being a cost-effective and eco-friendly
approach, it is mostly used in industries for large-scale production. However, the size and
shape of ferrite nanoparticles are non-uniform. Regulation of the preparative parameters is
required, including concentration, pH, type of complexing agent, temperature, etc. Ferrites
are typically produced at a temperature of several hundred degrees. At higher temperatures,
it is challenging to deposit film ferrites of a consistent quality. In addition, due to the release
of poisonous gases during deposition, high-temperature processes are more susceptible
to environmental pollution. Oxidation of metallic substrates and corrosion are prevented
using low temperature deposition techniques. Table 1 represents the advantages and
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disadvantages of various physical and chemical methods used in the synthesis of ferrites
and their nanocomposites.

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of various methods used in the synthesis of ferrites and their
nanocomposites.

Type Methods Advantages Disadvantages

Physical Ball Milling

• Bulk synthesis
• Rotation speed can affect the

particle size
• Structural and chemical changes

depends on mechanical energy

• Irregular shape and size
• Production of contaminants

can occur
• Disturbance in the lattice structure

Chemical

Sol-gel
• Processing temperature is low
• Porosity and homogeneity

• Yield of the particles is low
• Gases are produced in large

amount

Co-precipitation
• Economic
• Low processing temperature

• irregularity in particle shape
and size

Combustion
• Processing period is low
• High yield with purity

• Production of large amount
of gases

Micro emulsion

• Easy processing
• Controllable and uniform particle

size and homogeneity

• Particle yield is low
• liquids are required in

large amounts

Microwave and
Hydrothermal

• Yield is high with low
processing period

• Costly equipment
• Irregularity in particle shape

and size

Among various chemical methods used in the synthesis of ferrites, different methods
have their own advantages and disadvantages. For example, the solvothermal method can
be used to control the particle size of the synthesized material [47,48]. The sol-gel method
is one of the best methods as it yields ferrite with more surface area of the nanoparticles,
which is useful for the degradation of pollutants [49–52].

However, due to their magnetic nature and strong magnetic dipole interactions, mag-
netic NPs are particularly susceptible to agglomeration [53]. The agglomeration observed
in these NPs also restricts their use in various applications [53–59]. To overcome these
problems, different techniques have been proposed, such as doping and the fabrication
of composites using wet chemical methods (hydrothermal, solvothermal), sol-gel, co-
precipitation, combustion, and ultrasonication methods. Various ferrites which have been
synthesized using these methods and their use as photocatalysts in the degradation of
various pollutants is discussed in Table 2.

Hollow microspheres of Ce3+-doped NiCo-ferrites were synthesized using a carbon
sphere as a template in a template-based deposition and surface reaction method [60].
The hydrothermal method showed the particle size of carbon sphere as 0.5 µm, while the
template-based method showed the particle size of Ni0.5Co0.5Fe2O4 as 300 nm. Graphene-
based CuCe0.2Fel.8O4 nanocomposites were synthesized using the hydrothermal
method [61,62]. Furthermore, on examining the morphology, thermal stability, and crystal
structure of CuFe2O4, CuCe0.2Fel.8O4 ferrite NPs, and graphene-based CuCe0.2Fel.8O4, the
graphene was found to have distinct effects on the crystallite size, surface morphology,
lattice strain, and thermal stability of the CuCe0.2Fel.8O4 ferrite NPs.
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Nitrogen-doped 3D magnetic graphene gels were synthesized through one-pot hy-
drothermal synthesis, and it was found that the reduction in GO, N doping process,
and generation of Fe3O4 particles occur simultaneously and are accompanied by 3D self-
assembly [63]. Nitrogen-doped magnetic graphene gels were considered organized frame-
works of graphene sheets with a uniform dispersion of the Fe3O4 NPs. The wet-chemical
method is a synthetic route that deals with the chemical reactions in the solution phase
using precursors at proper experimental conditions. The spinel ferrites were prepared
through a chemical reaction between aqueous solutions of metal nitrates, ferric nitrates,
and oxalyl dihydrazide [64].

Table 2. Photocatalytic activity of various ferrite NPs.

S.No. Compound Method Size
(nm)

Band Gap
(ev)

Surface
Area Pollutant

Catalyst
Amount

(mg)

Degradation
%ge Ref

1. ZnFe2O4

Solvothermal
Microwave
Sol-gel

77
40

34.8

1.65
1.9
1.6

51.81
6.0
-

RhB
MB
OI

80
60

400

100
32

36.8

[65]
[66]

[67,68]

2. MnFe2O4 Microwave 39 1.56 - IC 50 94 [69]

3. CaFe2O4
Solution
combustion 100 1.82 79.3 MB 50 100 [70]

4. MgFe2O4 Solid state - 2 5 MB 50 90 [71]

5. CuFe2O4

Co-precipitation
Solution
combustion

26

8

1.92

1.9

-

-

4-CP

MG

10

40

62

82

[72]

[73]

6. NiFe2O4

Solution
combustion
Co-precipitation

14

29

2

1.78

-

13.48

MG

MO

40

100

94.5

83.2

[73]

[74]

7. BaFe2O4 Sol-gel - - -

BY
BV
MB
AO

10,000 100 [75]

8. CoFe2O4

Precipitation
Solvothermal
Sol-gel

17
40
40

3.05
2.33
1.15

-
-
-

MO
MB
RhB

100
50
50

77
93
78

[76]
[77]
[78]

9. CdFe2O4 Pyrolysis - 2.06 15.27 CS 30 55.5 [79]

10. SrFe2O4 Sol-gel - 1.75 - RhB 20 89.3 [80]

RhB—Rhodamine B, MB—Methylene blue, OI—Orange I, IC—Indigo Carmine, 4-CP—4- Chlorophe-
nol, MG—Malachite green, MO—Methyl orange, BY—Basic Yellow, BV—Basic Violet, AO—Acid Orange,
CS—Ceftiofur sodium.

In the ultrasonication method, the sound energy is applied to agitate the particles
in the solution, which causes physical and chemical transformations for the preparation
of nanocomposites [81]. Various studies have demonstrated that this approach is the
simplest way to synthesize ferrite-based nanocomposites due to its low-cost and use of
distilled water rather than other solvents. The nanocomposite of the carbon quantum dots
with trimetallic strontium–titanium ferrite synthesized via an ultrasonication approach
possesses a high-specific surface area (101.3 m2g−1) anda low band gap coupled with
fluorescence-quenching, which facilitated the transfer of the photo-induced charge carriers.
This feature is very useful for the photodegradation of nitroaromatics [82]. Hierarchical
nanoflowers of MgFe2O4, bentonite and boron, phosphorous co-doped graphene oxide
synthesized using the ultrasonication method showed that chiffon-like co-doped graphene
oxide nanosheets were wrapped on the MgFe2O4-bentonite surface, resulting in a porous
flower-like morphology. The excellent conductivity of the co-doped nanosheets allowed for
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a quick charge carrier transport, which aided in the separation of those carriers during the
photocatalytic reaction [83]. Cationic surfactant cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide was
chosen to coat the MgFe2O4 because its negatively charged surface can interact with the
surfactant during ultrasonication [84]. Similarly, the nanocomposite of calcium ferrite with
nitrogen-doped graphene oxide (CaFe2O4-NGO) with magnetic properties was synthesized
using this approach has been effectively used for the degradation of p-nitrophenol [85].

Apart from the ultrasonication method, the sol-gel approach was also used in the
synthesis of ferrite-based nanocomposites, and additional material was added during the
synthesis of ferrite. MgFe2O4-bentonite nanocomposites were synthesized in different w/w
ratios using this method for the degradation of the p-nitrophenol [86]. The optical band
gap of the MgFe2O4 NPs is 2.58 eV, and this decreases to 2.26 eV with increasing bentonite
content in nanocomposites due to the presence of Fermi levels. A similar nanocomposite
was synthesized for the degradation of martius yellow. It was found that this nanocompos-
ite showed better degradation for malathion as compared to the p-nitrophenol and martius
yellow [87]. This may be due to the resonance stabilization of the structure of the martius
yellow [86,88].

Cobalt ferrite/reduced GO nanocomposites were prepared using the membrane-
solvothermal method [89]. Scanning electron micrographs of nanocomposite showed the
presence of most of the rod-shaped CoFe2O4 scattered beside the graphene, and only a few
CoFe2O4 nanorods successfully loaded on the graphene. GO-supported ferrite (MFe2O4,
M = Fe, Co and Ni) nanocomposites were prepared using the solvothermal method [90].
The uniform size (20–30 nm) of MFe2O4 microspheres was seen in the transmission electron
micrograph. Vibrational sample magnetometry studies revealed a superparamagnetic
behavior of all the nanocomposites with Ms values between 41 and 43 emug−1 at room
temperature. The removal of the dye pollution was found to be useful with the help of the
nanocomposites.

The co-precipitation method is widely used as a liquid phase method in the synthesis
of ferrite-based nanocomposites. The co-precipitation and hydrothermal methods were
used in the synthesis of core-shell ZnFe2O4/ZnS composites [91]. A characterization of the
synthesized composite showed the presence of a layer of ZnS clusters on the surface of the
ZnFe2O4 NPs. The band gap energy was observed to be 2.2 eV, showing the possibility of
its application as a photocatalyst under visible light irradiation. The relative energy band
positions in the ZnFe2O4 and ZnS were considered a main advantage for the improved
separation of electron-hole pairs. Moreover, the easy magnetic collection of the composite
materials was due to the sufficient magnetization of the ZnFe2O4 core. Thus, the different
methods induce different properties in the ferrite-based nanocomposites, and each property
has its own advantage for the photocatalytic degradation of organic pollutants.

4. Impacting Parameters for Photocatalytic Activity of Ferrites and
Their Nanocomposites

The photocatalytic activity of ferrite NPs and their nanocomposites is reliant on
various parameters, such as the substrate concentration, pH of the solution, photocatalyst
quantity, surface area of the photocatalyst, metal and non-metal ion doping, light intensity,
irradiation time, quenchers, etc. The impact of each parameter on the photodegradation of
organic effluents is discussed in detail in the subsequent subsections.

4.1. Effect of pH

Solution pH is an important variable in wastewater treatment as it influences the
photocatalytic degradation of organic compounds. The pH of heterogeneous catalysts
changes the surface charge, and, as a result, the photocatalytic activity of the catalyst
changes [92,93].

The surface charge of the catalyst plays a vital role for the photodegradation of anionic
dyes, which was determined using spinel NixZn1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.0 to 1.0) NPs [29]. The
maximum degradation was achieved at pH 3, due to the electrostatic desirability among
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the anionic dye and the positively charged surface. At basic pH values, the surface of the
catalyst became negatively charged, which caused an electrostatic repulsion between the
anionic dye and catalyst, thus retarding the degradation of the dyes (Figure 3a). Similar
observations were recorded during the photocatalysis of the methylene blue dye using
bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3) NPs, where the dye was completely degraded under visible light
irradiation for 80 min [94]. Further, it was reported that sunlight and the presence of a
photocatalyst are essential for the dye degradation process. Dye degradation was found
to be 53% under dark conditions with the presence of only a catalyst. The dye removal
efficiency was negligible in the absence of a catalyst and light. After irradiation under
visible light with neutral and acidic pH conditions, no decrease in the concentration of
dye was observed. This means that the excitation of dye molecules by photon and then
the dispersion of their excitation energy had no role in the decolorization of the dye.
However, at a basic pH, the rate of photolysis was high due to the generation of hydroxyl
radicals through the generation of hydroxyl ions which degraded the methylene blue
dye. This study was supported using an electron spin resonance spectroscopy [95]. The
coating of the titania–silica (TiO2–SiO2) on the cobalt ferrite (CoFe2O4) NPs changes the
properties on the photocatalyst surface. The SiO2 layer between the CoFe2O4 and TiO2
may prevent the charge injection from the semiconductor TiO2 to the magnetic CoFe2O4,
which in turn led to the increase in photocatalytic activity towards the methylene blue dye.
Under the acidic conditions, the charge on the TiO2 surface was positive, which provided
electrostatic interactions for anionic dye molecules [96,97]. The removal of the congo red
using Ni0.6Co0.4Fe2O4 was found to be at a maximum for pH 3 (40.28%) and decreased
gradually up to pH 10 (15.45%), which was supported by the isoelectric point value of the
dye [98].

The Ag/AgBr/NiFe2O4 plasmonic photocatalyst exhibited a superior photocatalytic
performance in the photodecomposition of the cationic Rhodamine B dye under visible
light irradiation. The zero-point charge (pHzpc) of the catalyst was about 5.2. Thus, the
composite was negatively charged above that pH and provided electrostatic attractions
for the cationic dye molecules [99]. The Mn0.5Zn0.125Mg0.375Fe2O4 NPs were stabilized at a
basic pH, having negative zeta potential (−75.14 eV), which was very important for the
photocatalytic degradation of the cationic Rhodamine B dye, as shown in Figure 3b [100].
The ciprofloxacin and remazol deep red dye were degraded using MRuxFe2−xO4 (M = Ni,
Cu) [101]. The dye degradation efficiency was observed to be 93% after 60 min at pH
2.5, which decreased at higher pH levels. In addition, H2O2 was used to degrade the
ciprofloxacin without changing the pH of the pure solution. The ciprofloxacin degraded to
its greatest extent over a 120-min period at pH 2.5.

Acetamiprid and imidacloprid both belong to the neonicotenoid class of pesticides, but
showed different optimum pH values for their maximum degradation using Fe3O4/GO-
Fe3O4/CoFe2O4/GO-CoFe2O4and CoFe2O4photocatalyst, respectively. In case of ac-
etamiprid degradation, maximum degradation was achieved at pH 3 [102]. At basic pH
values, a decline in photocatalytic activity was observed because of ferrous excess hydroxyl
ions reactions. This reaction led to the formation of yellowish-brown ferric hydroxide
sludge, which ultimately covered the active sites of the catalyst and hence contributed to
the reduction in overall efficiency. The degradation potentials of the catalyst (in all cases)
dropped when the pH approached basic values. In the case of the imidacloprid, maximum
degradation was achieved at pH > 7.0, which may be attributed to the formation of the
hydroxide radicals on the surface of ZnO/CoFe2O4 magnetic nanocomposite, leading to
the degradation of the imidacloprid pesticide [103].

In case of the phenolic compounds, such as phenol, 2-nitrophenol, 2-chlorophenol,
p-chlorophenol, 2, 4, and 6-tricholorophenol, maximum degradation occurred in the pH
range of 5 to 11, using ammonia modified graphene-Fe3O4, ZnFe2O4 multi-porous mi-
crobricks/graphene, Fe3O4@β-CD, and Fe3O4-gC3N4 nanocomposites [104–107]. Under
alkaline conditions, the interaction between the phenolic compounds and photocatalyst is
retarded due to the instability of the oxygen functionalities of the graphene sheets, which
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are deprotonated and dissolved in the aqueous medium. Contrary results were obtained
for the maximum degradation of the phenol (94.2%), which was achieved at pH 3.5, using
manganese ferrite [108]. This may be due to the presence of peroxydisulfate, as its adsorp-
tion on the positively charged catalyst surface in the pH range of 3–6 was more intense due
to its negatively charged SO4

¯·radical. In the pH range of 3–7, efficiencies greater than 90%
were attained, but at values of pH up to 9, efficiency decreased to 65%.

Thus, the pH of the solution plays a crucial role in the degradation of pollutants.
However, the optimum pH for the removal of the organic effluents using ferrites and their
nanocomposites as photocatalysts depends upon the type of photocatalyst and the type of
organic effluent used.

Figure 3. (a) Effect of pH on the degradation of methylene blue dye using NixZn1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.0 to
1.0) NPs. Adapted with permission [29]; copyright (2016), Elsevier. (b) Effect of pH on the degradation
of Rhodamine B dye using Mn0.5Zn0.125Mg0.375Fe2O4 NPs. Adapted with permission [100]; copyright
(2020), Elsevier.

4.2. Effect of Catalyst Dose

The dose of ferrites used in the photodegradation process is another important pa-
rameter. Various studies have reported that the photocatalyst dose is highly related to the
degradation of the organic pollutants during photocatalysis [84,109].

The methylene blue dye degradation increased upto a certain level when the mag-
netic catalyst Ni0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 loading was increased [29,110]. Furthermore, the negative
influence of the catalyst loading on the degradation was observed. The initial rise in the
degradation was due to the increase in the number of the active sites present on the sur-
face of the catalyst, increasing the production of ·OH and O2−· radicals. Similar results
were reported for the degradation of the methylene blue using MFe2O4 (M = Co, Ni, Cu,
Zn) and ZnFe2O4, respectively [111,112]. The decrease after a certain time was due to
either the aggregation of catalyst particles at high concentrations, causing a decrease in
the number of surface active sites, or an increase in the opacity and light scattering of
the catalyst particles at high concentrations, leading to a decrease. The maximum pho-
todegradation of the methyl orange using ZnSm1.5Fe0.5O4 photocatalyst was achieved with
0.1 g/100 mL of catalyst. Unfavourable light scattering and a decrease in the light flow
decreased the efficiency of the degradation, even on increasing the amount of catalysts [113].
The ciprofloxacin and remazol deep red dye were degraded using Ru-doped nanoferrites
and as a function of the catalyst dosage. The percentage degradation was found to be at a
maximum at 0.50 gL−1 ferrite concentration in both cases. The availability of more catalytic
sites was expected to increase the degradation efficiency with increasing catalyst amounts;
however, a large amount of ferrite causes turbidity of the solution, which prevents light
from reaching the reaction medium and tends to impair the degradation process [101].
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Using the Mn0.75Co0.25Fe2O NPs, the effectiveness of the catalyst concentration towards
methylene blue degradation after UV light exposure was investigated. The catalyst dose
was varied from 10 to 30 mg. It was found that the Ct/C0 value decreased from 0.14 to
0.05, indicating an improvement in the degradation performance [114]. On increasing the
Mn0.5Zn0.125Mg0.375Fe2O4 photocatalyst dose, it was found that the value of the Ct/C0
declines from 60 to 50, corresponding to 40% to 50% Rhodamine B removal after 80 min.
The higher doses of the catalyst led to an increased absorption of photons by the catalyst,
and the degradation efficiency improved (Figure 4a).

Figure 4. (a) Effect of Mn0.5Zn0.125Mg0.375Fe2O4 dose on the degradation of Rhodamine B dye.
Adapted with permission [100]; copyright (2020), Elsevier. (b) Photocatalytic degradation of methy-
lene blue dye as a function of irradiation time at different CoFe2O4/rGO dosages. Inset shows the
value of methylene blue dye degradation efficiency as a function of CoFe2O4/rGO dosages. Adapted
with permission [115]; copyright (2020), Elsevier.

Similar behavior has been observed while using CoFe2O4/rGO composite as a photo-
catalyst for the degradation of methylene blue dye [115]. When the catalyst dosage was
increased upto 0.5 gL−1, the degradation efficiency increased to 47% due to the increased
absorption of photons on the surface of the photocatalyst (Figure 4b). However, overdoses
of the sample (1 gL−1) led to falls in the degradation effectiveness. Barium ferrite for the
degradation of basic yellow 28, methylene blue, acid orange 7, and basic violet showed
similar increases with increases in the catalyst loading from 1 to 10 gL−1 [76]. The influence
of the catalyst dose on the degradation efficiency of acetamiprid was studied by vary-
ing the catalyst dose from 0 to 200 mg L−1. On increasing the amount of GO-Fe3O4and
GO-CoFe2O4 upto certain limit, the degradation increases because of the availability of
more catalyst sites for the absorption of light [102]. Effective degradation was achieved
for each of the four catalysts, at a catalyst dose of 100 mg L−1, and the trend of degrading
the acetamiprid was observed increase. However, a further increase in the catalyst con-
centration led to decreased degradation rates because of the agglomeration of the catalyst.
CuCe-Ferrite/TiO2 was used for the photodegradation of the reactive red 250 dye, and
the efficiency was found to be 100% using 0.32 g/100 mL of the catalyst. A shift to more
wavelength was observed due to the combination of CuCe-Ferrite andTiO2 and hence the
absorption of more visible light [28].

Thus, the photocatalyst dose is an important factor that affects the efficiency of a
photocatalyst. In general, it is observed that increasing the photocatalyst dose can lead to a
higher efficiency of photo degradation. However, excessively high concentrations can lead
to the aggregation of ferrites, which can reduce their efficiency [84].
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4.3. Effect of Surface Area of Photocatalyst

The photocatalytic activity of the nanomaterials is enhanced when their surface area
is large. The surface area of the nanoparticles is increased with a decrease in particle size,
ultimately improving their dispersion in a solution and enhancing their interaction with
pollutants. This leads to an improvement in their photocatalytic activity.

The effect of the surface areas of the magnetic NPs system NixZn1−xFe2O4, with differ-
ent concentrations of Ni2+ ions (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 1.0), on the photocatalytic degradation of methy-
lene blue was studied [29]. The Ni0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4was found to have better photocatalytic
activity, having a surface area of (36.6 m2g−1) [110]. The particle size and morphology of the
Cu1−xMnxFe2O4 effects the photocatalytic degradation of the 4-chlorophenol [116]. For the
photodegradation of pendimethalin, core-shell nanocomposites of Sr0.4Ti0.6Fe2O4.6@SiO2
were used. The increased specific surface area and more active sites observed in the
scanning electron and transmission electron micrographs were attributed to the higher
photocatalytic efficiency in the core-shell nanocomposites. The highest percentage pho-
todegradation of the pendimethalin was observed in the Sr0.4Ti0.6Fe2O4.6@SiO2 core-shell
nanocomposites, which was found to be 96% [117]. The study on the influence of Zn
content on the efficiency of Zn/Fe2O4 degradation in visible light radiation [118] reported
that there was a 40% residual concentration of carbamazepine after an 80-min iron oxide
irradiation. On the other hand, the residual carbamazepine concentration decreased as the
zinc content increased (Figure 5). Since photocatalytic degradation is a surface-mediated
process, the improved degradation efficiency is the result of the increased specific surface
area of the zinc-rich nanoparticles [119].

Figure 5. Effect of Zn content on the degradation ofcarbamazepine using ZnFe2O4 NPs. Adapted
with permission [118]; copyright (2021), Elsevier.

The calcination temperature also plays vital role in the increase of the surface area
of the photocatalyst. It was observed that on decreasing the calcination temperature of
MgFe2O4 from 600 ◦C to 500 ◦C, the particle size of the NPs increased which in turn
increased the surface area and ultimately enhanced the photocatalytic activity [120]. The
removal of the basic yellow 28, methylene blue, acid orange 7, and basic violet has been
studied using barium ferrite composite [76]. The complete decomposition of the dye was
observed using 1000 ◦C sintered catalyst, while catalysts that were sintered at 700 ◦C or
800 ◦C degraded only 30% of the dye. The superior removal efficiency of the catalyst
sintered at 1000 ◦C was due to presence of more barium ferrite phase. On the contrary, the
degradation of the congo red, methyl orange, methylene blue, Rhodamine B, 4-nitrophenol,
and 4-chlorophenol using the CoFe2O4 xerogel was found to decrease from 96% to 75%
when it was calcined at a temperature range of 500–900 ◦C. As the calcining temperature
rose, the rate of degradation of the nano-CoFe2O4 photocatalyst decreased, which was
related to the BET-specific surface area of the CoFe2O4 NPs [121].
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Hence, the particle size, surface area, and availability of the active sites are very
important characteristics for enhancing photocatalytic properties. Small particle sizes
with high crystallinity are crucial in this regard because their higher specific surface area
encourages greater photocatalytic activity. Sometimes, synthesizing at a high temperature
is necessary to create particles with a high crystallinity, but it also increases the particle size.
As a result, one must consider how to maximize crystallinity without sacrificing particle
size [122].

4.4. Effect of Substrate Concentration

The dependence of the substrate concentration on the photocatalytic reaction rate is
an important factor. The photocatalytic degradation was the highest for 10 mg·L−1 of dye
concentration, which decreased on further increasing the methyl orange concentration
from 10 to 30 mg L−1 due to absorption of solar light by the dye [113]. A contradictory
behavior was observed while using the CoFe2O4/rGO photocatalyst for the methylene
blue [115]. The photocatalytic efficiency of the CoFe2O4/rGO photocatalyst increased from
47 to 55% on raising the initial dye concentration from 2 to 5 mg·L−1 and decreased to 45%
for 15 mg·L−1. The strong interactions between the nanocomposite and dye molecules
were responsible for the initial rise in the degradation efficiency (Figure 6). However, lesser
photons adsorption by the photocatalyst due to the increase in the methylene blue dye
decreased the activity of the catalyst. Similar behavior was observed in MFe2O4 (M = Co,
Ni, Cu, Zn) for the degradation of the methylene blue upto 94% using 20 mg·L−1 of
photocatalyst. The efficiency decreased to 65% for a 50 mg·L–1 methylene blue solution.
However, the limited production of the active radicals, which were insufficient to degrade
the higher concentration of the methylene blue dye, was the main factor in the outcome. The
photogeneration of the electron-hole pairs was also hampered by the highly concentrated
methylene blue dye solution, as it reduced photon penetration in the solution phase [111].
Similar results were observed during the degradation of the methylene blue dye using
CuFe2O4/TiO2 and ZnFe2O4 [109,112].

Figure 6. Photocatalytic degradation of methylene blue dye as a function of irradiation time at
different substrate concentration. Inset shows the value of methylene blue degradation efficiency as a
function of substrate concentration. Adapted with permission [115]; copyright (2020), Elsevier.

The effect of the substrate concentration on the photodegradation of reactive red
250 dye using TiO2 and CuCe-Ferrite/TiO2 NPs has been examined [28]. When the con-
centration of the reactive red 250 was increased to 100 ppm, a decrease in the chemical
oxygen demand was observed over TiO2 and CuCe-Ferrite/TiO2 NPs. These observations
were correlated to a decrease in the light penetration because an increase in the reactive
red 250 dye concentration resulted in the incorporation of additional reactive red 250 dye
molecules onto the TiO2 and CuCe-Ferrite/TiO2 NPs. The Fe3O4, GOFe3O4, CoFe2O4,
and GO-CoFe2O4 effectively (80%) degraded 10 mg·L−1 solution of acetamiprid. The
degradation efficiency was observed to be 100% on increasing the acetamiprid from 2 to
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8 mg·L−1. However, as the pesticide dose was increased from 10 mg·L−1 to 16 mg·L−1,
more active sites were occupied due to the increased addition of pollutant molecules [102].

4.5. Effect of Irradiation Intensity and Time

The intensity of the irradiation is another important factor responsible for the pho-
todegradation process. The effect of the irradiation intensity has been studied for the
photocatalytic degradation of basic yellow 28, methylene blue, acid orange 7, basic violet
using barium ferrite, and rGO composite [76]. With an increase in the irradiation intensity
from 3500 to 15,000 lx, the degradation efficiency went from 3 to 25%. The degradation rose
to 47.4% with an additional increase in the irradiation intensity to 26,000 lx. The clear indi-
cation that the catalyst activity was based on photocatalysis rather than any other assumed
mechanisms was due to the sizeable increase in degradation with irradiation intensity. At
higher irradiation intensities, the catalyst surface was exposed to more photons, which can
be used to fuel the degradation process.

The effect of irradiation time has been studied for the photodegradation of methy-
lene blue using CoFe2O4/rGO. The degradation efficiency increased on increasing the
irradiation time to 180 min with catalyst dosage of 0.5 gL−1, and a methylene blue dye con-
centration of 5 mg·L−1 reached a relatively stable value [115] (Figures 4b and 6). ZnFe2O4
NPs were used to measure the rate of the methylene blue dye decomposition over time.
When the dye was exposed to UV light, the degradation increased (99.8%) with longer
exposure times, up to 45 min. A plateau was reached after 45 min because the degradation
did not increase [112].

A rapid increase in the degradation of acetamiprid was observed when the irradiation
time was varied from 15 to 120 min and studied at an ideal pH, oxidant dose, dose of
pesticide, and catalyst. The rate slowed down with time, and the active sites required
60 min to completely degrade the pollutant [102]. When the magnesium ions were doped
in the cobalt ferrite NPs at various fractions, the rate of photo degradation increased and
the degradation time fell to 225 min, which was 330 min for the pure cobalt ferrite. An
increase in the Mg2+ concentration decreases the rate of degradation due to the consequent
increase in the number of active sites on the surface of the photocatalyst [123].

4.6. Effect of Doping

The doping of ferrites is also emerging as a new method for enhancing photocat-
alytic potential, as doped ferrites display enhanced visible light absorption and improved
photodegradation efficiency towards various types of organic pollutants [122].

The effectiveness of MRuxFe2−xO4 (M = Ni, Cu) NPs was assessed for remazol deep
red and ciprofloxacin photocatalytic degradation [101]. With an increasing Ru content,
the catalytic activity of the MRuxFe2−xO4 (x = 0, 0.02, 0.06, 0.1, and 0.4) increased. The
NiRu0.4Fe1.6O4 demonstrated the best catalytic performance, with complete degradation in
5 min. When the Ru was substituted, the increased catalytic activity supported the prefer-
ence for the octahedral site. The CuRuxFe2−xO4 showed an increase in the photocatalytic
efficiency, which was found to be 92% for x = 0.02, whereas with further substitution up
to x = 0.06 and x = 0.1, the degradation time reached 120 min and 90 min, respectively.
Similarly, when the Ti content in the ternary-doped Sr1−xTixFe2O4+δ ferrite was increased
from 0.3 to 0.6, the band gap was decreased from 2.45 to 2.18 eV, which increased the charge
carrier concentration and decreased the barrier height from 1.20 to 1.02 eV, compared to the
pure SrFe2O4 and TiFe2O5 [83]. These features were very helpful for the degradation of
the p-nitrophenol, pendimethalin and martius yellow with apparent rate constant values
1.9 × 10−2 min−1, 2.3 × 10−2 min−1, and 1.3 × 10−2 min−1, respectively. Similar results
have been reported for the degradation of rhodamine B dye [124].

Furthermore, doping Y3+ into pure CoFe2O4has improved the stability of the com-
posite and increased photocatalytic activity compared to that of pure CoFe2O4 NPs [125].
The doping increased the stability and effectiveness of the CoFe2O4 NPs when exposed
to visible light. However, higher concentrations of metal ions may cause the photocat-
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alyst to lose its crystallite and have more internal defects. As a result, it decreased the
efficiency of the photocatalytic system. Moreover, the photocatalytic activity was increased
by using rare earth metals such as Dy3+, Nd3+, Eu3+, Gd3+, and others as dopants [126].
The photocatalytic efficiency increased, while the energy band gap decreased (1.95 to 1.42)
when the Sm3+ was doped into the pure ZnFe2O4 (ZnSmxFe2−XO4). High photocatalytic
degradation of methyl orange was observed when the ZnSm1.5Fe0.5O4 NPs were used as a
photocatalyst. After 80 min, 92.3% of the degradation was observed [113].

Generally, the doping of ferrites causes a narrowing of the band gap, which aids in in
the absorption of lower energy photons and trapping of electrons [127–129]. This renders
them a superior visible light active photocatalyst compared to the other nanomaterials.
However, it is difficult to predict the best kind of dopant, as their efficiency can change
with changes in other operational parameters.

4.7. Effect of Quenchers

In order to conclude the probable photocatalytic degradation mechanism of different
organic pollutants over the photocatalyst surface, various quenchers have been added
to study the quenching effect. It has been observed that the use of various scavengers
decreases the photocatalytic degradation efficiencies [28]. Different quenchers, such as
ethylene diamine tetraacetate (EDTA, h+ scavenger), methanol/butanol (CH3OH/C4H9OH,
•OH scavenger), ascorbic acid (C6H8O6, •O2− scavenger), and sodium azide (NaN3, O2

*

species) work according to the following reactions:

Ascorbic acid acts as an electron donor and converts superoxide radical (•O2−) into
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2).

Hydroxyl radical (HO·) abstracts hydrogen from methanol and converted into formalde-
hyde. In this way, methanol quenches hydroxyl radicals.

Singlet oxygen forms charge transfer complex with N3
− which ultimately decomposes

into N3 radical.
Various studies based on photocatalysis have demonstrated that out of ethylene

diamine tetraacetate, methanol/butanol, ascorbic acid, and sodium azide, ascorbic acid
possesses the highest inhibiting effect, which means that the •O2−radicals were primary
species responsible for the degradation of the organic pollutants [84,117,130].The addition
of ascorbic acid greatly quenched (61.8%) the photodegradation of the martius yellow,
followed by the butanol (73.7%), ethylene diamine tetraacetate (92.3%) and methanol
(90.9%), using magnesium ferrite-bentonite as a photocatalyst [88]. This might be due to
the increase in the number of the hydroxyl radicals in the presence of hydrogen peroxide, a
potent oxidising agent [114]. A similar quenching effect was studied for methyl orange and
tetracycline degradation [131].
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However, a limited number of papers have been published addressing the effect of
quenchers on the degradation of organic pollutants. Thus, clear insight about the influence
of quenchers has not been explored yet.

4.8. Photodegradation Mechanism

Photocatalysis using ferrite-based nanomaterials as photocatalysts involves the inter-
action of photons of light to breakdown various organic pollutants [132–136]. They consist
of semiconductors with large bandgaps where electrons are readily promoted from valence
into the conduction band after the absorption of photons. This results in the generation of
photoexcited electrons (e−) and positive-valence band holes (h+). The photocatalytic mech-
anism of degradation works through pollutants being reduced or oxidized by photoexcited
electrons (e−) and holes (h+). In water, hydroxide (−OH) ions (generated when positive-
valence band holes (h+) are trapped by water) are non-selective strong oxidizing agents
that oxidize organic pollutants to water and gaseous products. Similarly, photoexcited
electrons can react with O2 to form other reactive oxygen species that can be used to further
degrade pollutants [132,137]. The photocatalytic degradation of organic pollutants, such as
rhodamine B, imidacloprid, and acetamiprid, has been reported for Ag/AgBr/NiFe2O4
and ZnO/CoFe2O4 [138–141].

In the case of doped ferrite NPs, the doped element enhances the photocatalytic
potential of the pristine ferrite materials; for example, cerium doping in cobalt ferrite
NPs plays the important role of electron scavenger [141]. The interfacial electron transfer,
photo-excited charge generation, and inhibition of (e−-h+) recombination were completely
dependent on the Ce 4f level (Equation (1)). The electron-scavenging efficiency of Ce4+

helps to capture the conduction-band electrons, and due to its Lewis acidic nature, it
was found to be more effective at trapping electrons compared to the molecular oxygen
(Equation (2)). Through an oxidation process (Equation (3)), the electron was transferred to
the adsorbed O2, and superoxide radical anions (-O2

−) were formed [115]. These reactive
oxygen species helped in the degradation of the RhB dye.

CoFe2O4 + hv→ h+ + e− (1)

Ce4+ + e− → Ce3+(electron trapping) (2)

Ce3+ + O2 → •O2
− + Ce4+(electron transfer) (3)

h+ + H2O→ •OH + h+ (4)

RhB + ROS→ Degraded products

Meanwhile, the H2O molecules can easily scavenge h+ to produce -OH radicals
(Equation (4)). The rhodamine B dye can be decomposed into CO2, H2O, and mineral acids.

The incorporation of ferrites into ultraviolet and visible light active metal oxides, poly-
mers, carbon materials, etc. is another way to photodegrade organic pollutants. Figure 7
depicts the transfer of the photogenerated electrons of the metal oxide and ferrites nanocom-
posites from the conduction band of the one photocatalyst to the other, while holes are
jumped from the valence band of the photocatalyst-II to the photocatalyst-I. Reactive
species are created as a result of the efficient separation of the electron-hole pair [142–147].

The recovery of carbon-based materials is quite difficult due to their poor visible light
absorption properties, which decrease their efficiency as photocatalysts for the removal of
organic pollutants from wastewater. However, they are viewed as potential resources for
improving the efficiency of MFe2O4 as a photocatalyst. Reduced graphene oxide sheets
act as an electron trap center, which, as shown in Figure 8a, significantly enhances the
photocatalytic activity of the MFe2O4 nanoparticles [148–151].
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Figure 7. Pathway for photogenerated charges transfer between metal oxide and ferrite under visible
light with wide band gap. PC−I: photocatalyst 1 and PC−II: photocatalyst 2.

Figure 8. (a): Production for free radicals mechanism under visible light by ferrite/reduced graphene
oxide nanocomposite. (b): Free radicals generation mechanism under visible light by spinel fer-
rite/polymer nanocomposite. HOMO−highest occupied molecular orbital and LUMO−lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital.

Polymers, such as polyaniline, are another type of supporting material. The positions
of the highest and lowest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) are −1.9 and
0.8 eV, respectively, as depicted in Figure 8b. When exposed to visible light, polyaniline on
absorption undergoes π-π* transition. When the excited electron in the lowest occupied
molecular orbital is transferred to the conduction band, it produces the reactive species,
which are responsible for degrading the organic pollutants [152,153].

Ferrite NPs are also combined with a variety of materials, such as metal sulphide [154],
metal phosphate [155], metal oxyhalide [156], metal vanadate [3], metal titanate [157], etc.,
which makes their degradation mechanism different. MgFe2O4/Bi2MoO6 composites have
been used to degrade malachite green dye [158]. Free radicals were produced through the
Z-scheme mechanism, as shown in Figure 9. Due to the difference in the band gaps of the
MgFe2O4 and Bi2MoO6, photogenerated electrons from the conduction band of the latter
material diffuse to the valence band and become effectively trapped. Radicals produced by
photogenerated holes and electrons, such as hydroxyl and superoxide, are also involved
in the photodegradation process. Using the SnFe2O4/ZnFe2O4 heterostructure, the degra-
dation of tetracycline observed followed the S-scheme mechanism (Figure 9), where holes
in the valence band of the SnFe2O4 were neutralised by the photogenerated electrons in
the ZnFe2O4 [159]. As a result, the availability of holes in the ZnFe2O4 and electrons in the
SnFe2O4 makes the production of hydroxyl and superoxide radicals possible.
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Figure 9. Free radicals production using S-scheme and Z-scheme mechanisms. Adapted with
permission [159]; copyright (2021), Elsevier.

4.9. Reusability and Stability

The ideal photocatalyst is one that is reusable and has high photocatalytic efficiency
under visible light [160]. Therefore, one of the crucial steps is to recycle photocatalysts for
the development of heterogeneous photocatalysis. Recent research has shown that magnetic
nanoparticles can be successfully recycled using magnetic separation techniques [161–165].

Five consecutive cycles of photodegradation were conducted to examine the stability
of Sr0.4Ti0.6Fe2O4.6@SiO2. A slight decrease (<7.0%) in the photocatalytic efficiency of
pendimethalin was found after five runs, which was due to adsorption of the intermediate
product on the surface of the photocatalyst where active sites are blocked [117]. Similar
results were found when the hierarchical nanoflowers of the MgFe2O4, Bentonite and B-, P-
co-doped Graphene Oxide were tested for their reusability and stability. The degradation
efficiency was found to be decreased by only 5% after 5 consecutive cycles [83].

Generally, most of the magnetic nanocomposites can be reused upto three to four
cycles, demonstrating their reusability when used for the photodegradation of pollutants
from wastewater [75,101,112,166].

5. Conclusions and Future Perspective

In this review, the impact of different parameters on the photocatalytic degradation of
organic effluents using ferrites and their nanocomposites has been elaborated. Different
types of photodegradation mechanisms of ferrites and their nanocomposites are discussed.
The use of visible light sensitive ferrite-based nanomaterials as photocatalysts for the
remediation of wastewater and degradation of organic contaminants like pharmaceuticals,
phenols, dyes, and other persistent organic pollutants is one of the most active research
areas at the moment. The bulk synthesis of ferrite nanoparticles is needed for practical
applications. Using chemical methods, the yield of ferrites is low, whereas physical methods
yield ferrites in bulk but in micrometer regime. Future research can be focused on the
bulk synthesis of ferrites using green and atomically efficient chemical methods and facile
physical methods that can yield ferrites in nanometer range. Moreover, while evaluating the
degradation efficacy of a photocatalyst, the pollutant concentration must always be taken
into account, regardless of the pollutant that is intended to be removed. So, predicting the
pollutant concentration and optimization of the catalyst dose must therefore be taken into
account. Generally, ferrites and their nanocomposites, due to their appealing properties,
such as their ease of surface modification and stability, are promising nanomaterials for
addressing a variety of issues. Even though there have been many studies on ferrites,
more research is needed on different parameters that affect the degradation of various
organic pollutants under visible light, and technology having the potential to optimize the
influential parameters is needed for the photocatalysis process to be more economical.
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